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Financial Crisis: Case 1

Mexican Financial Crisis
1994-1995



Discussion 1

1994    –    1 peso = 30 cents
1995    –    1 peso = 16 cents

• In January 1st 1994, NAFTA was 
established;

• Mexico became a country on the rise;
• Due to Economic Integration trade 

barriers were removed;
• Foreign investors were eager to make 

loans to Mexican economy.



Discussion 2

Luis Donaldo Colosio’s
Assassination
(March 1994)

Chiapas Conflict
1994 Zapatista Uprising

Mexican political future became under 
question;

Investors placed a large risk premium 
on Mexican assets.



Discussion 3

What do you think?
Why the risk premium did not effect the value of peso at the 

beginning?

Fixed Exchange Rate

Mexican Central Bank had to accept pesos and 
pay out dollars.



Discussion 5 

• Mexico’s foreign-currency reserves were too small to maintain its 
fixed exchange rate;

• At the end of 1994, Mexico ran out of dollars and announced the 
devaluation of the peso;

Investors became even more distrustful of 
Mexican policymakers.

Interest Rates increased Stock Market plummeted

Due to these problems, Mexico was 
not able to pay its debt;

Thus Mexican economy was on the 
edge of default.



Discussion 6

How was Mexican government able to recover from 1994-1995 
Financial Crisis?

What were the reasons behind the 
United States and IMF’ support of 

Mexico?

• To help its neighbor to the South;
• To prevent the massive illegal migration;
• To prevent the investor pessimism regarding Mexico from 

spreading to other developing countries.



Financial Crisis: Case 2

Asian Financial Crisis
1997-1998



Discussion 7

Symptoms of the Asian Crisis:
•High Interest Rates;
•Falling Assets Value;
•Depreciating Currency.

As an example of Indonesia:
• Interest Rates rose above 50%;
• Stock Market lost 90% of its value;
• Rupiah fell against dollar by 80%;
• Real GDP fell about 13%.

The Asian FC started 
from Thailand.

After the collapse of 
Thai Baht.



Discussion 8

What sparked the Asian Financial Crisis?

The problem began in the Asian banking system:
• Asian nations had been more involved in allocation of 
financial resources;

• There was partnership between government and the private 
enterprises.



Discussion 9

Asian banks extended loans to those with the most political 
clout rather than to those with the most profitable investment 
projects;
International investors lost confidence in the future of these 
economies;
Risk premiums for Asian assets rose, causing interest rates to 
skyrocket and currencies to collapse.

What is wrong if the government intervenes in the allocation 
of financial resources?



Discussion 10

How were Asian countries able to overcome 
the crisis?

• The IMF and the US tried to restore 
confidence;

• The IMF made loans to overcome the 
crisis;

• Governments had to reform their banking 
system;

• Governments had to remove crony capitalism.

Under what 
conditions?



Discussion 11

Watch the video!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZccen3yMxE

1) How robust was the economy of Argentina in the last 70 years?
2) How much loan have IMF issued to Argentina in 2018?
3) Was it a wise decision to finance a risky economy?
4) Did Argentinian economy experience recovery after the bailout?
5) How did the crisis affect the Argentinian stock and exchange markets?
6) Does Argentinian economy have proper solution to growing budget 

deficit?



Financial Crisis: Case 3

Great Depression
1930’s



Discussion 12

•The Great depression was the longest, deepest, and most 
widespread depression of the 20th century.

•The Great Depression started in the United States after a major fall 
in stock prices that began around September 4, 1929, and became 
worldwide news with the stock market crash of October 29, 1929 
(known as Black Tuesday).

• 1929 – 1932, worldwide GDP fell by an estimated 15%.
•2008 – 2009, worldwide GDP fell by an estimated 1%.



Discussion 13

The Great Depression had devastating effects in countries 
both rich and poor.

• Personal income, tax revenue, profits and prices dropped;
• International trade plunged by more than 50%;
• Unemployment rate in the U.S. rose to 25%;
• Unemployment rate in some other countries rose as high as 33%;
• Farming communities and rural areas suffered as crop prices fell 

by about 60%;
• Beginning in the mid-1930s, a severe drought ravaged the 

agricultural heartland of the U.S.



U.S.A. Real GDP



U.S.A. Unemployment Rate



Financial Crisis: Case 4

Great Recession
2008-2009



Discussion 14

How did everything start?

• Federal Reserve lowered interest rates to historically low levels 
in the aftermath of 2001 recession;

• Low interest rates helped the economy, but made it less 
expensive to get a mortgage and buy home;

• As a result housing prices skyrocketed.

• Mortgage market made it easier for subprime borrowers;
• Securitization developed, as well.



Discussion 15

What is MORTGAGE?
• It is a form of debt created to finance investment in real estate;
• A debt is secured by the property, so if the property owner does 

not meet payment obligations, the creditor can seize the property.

Alt-A mortgages - typically satisfy some but not all the 
criteria for prime mortgages.

Prime Mortgages - offered to borrowers who satisfy 
traditional lending standards.

Subprime mortgages - offered to borrowers who do 
not qualify for prime loans.

Types of
Mortgage



Discussion 16

What was the reason behind encouraging high-risk lending by 
the government?

Make homeownership more attainable for low-income families.



Discussion 17

As a result of the government’s support, housing demand and 
housing prices dramatically increased.

Speculative Bubble

Is this decline good?

The Financial Crisis started 
due to this decline?



Discussion 18

• When housing prices declined, the homeowners were 
underwater;

• The homeowners owed more on their mortgages than their 
homes were worth;

• The homeowners stopped paying their loans;

• The banks responded to the defaults by taking the houses away 
in foreclosure procedure;

• The banks started to sell the taken-houses;
• This phenomena further decreases the housing prices. Why?



Discussion 19

How was the US government able to unfold the financial 
crisis problem?

In September 2007, Fed cut its target for the federal funds rate from 
5.25 % to about zero;
In October 2008, Congress appropriated $700 billion for the 
Treasure to use to rescue the financial system;

• The funds were used for equity injections into banks;
• The banks used funds for making loans;
• The government became a part owner of the banks (at least 

temporarily).



Discussion 20

❑ Asset-Price Booms and Bursts

ANATOMY OF A CRISIS

❑ Insolvencies at Financial 
Institutions

❑ Falling Confidence

❑ Credit Crunch

❑ Recession

❑ Vicious Circle



Practice Exercise 1
 



Practice Exercise 2
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